COMMENTS OF 
COMPUTER & COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

Pursuant to the request for comments issued by the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) and published in the Federal Register at 79 Fed. Reg. 78,133 (Dec. 29, 2014), the Computer & Communications Industry Association (CCIA) submits the following comments for consideration as USTR composes its annual Special 301 Report. CCIA’s comments focus on legislation in several European countries that denies market access, denies adequate and effective protection of rights guaranteed under international IP law, and violates commitments that facilitate Internet commerce made in the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).

I. Introduction

CCIA’s comments address so-called “ancillary copyrights,” which have been the basis of troubling new legislative proposals in Europe — particularly Germany and Spain — that violate long-established rights of Internet services to make use of information online. Countries that grant rights in quotations deviate from international law, where long-recognized copyright rules prohibit nations from restricting the right to quote. These laws not only undermine market access for U.S. companies and distort established copyright law, but also violate EU-wide treaty and WTO commitments.²

¹ CCIA represents large, medium and small companies in the high technology products and services sectors, including computer hardware and software, electronic commerce, telecommunications and Internet products and
II. Ancillary Rights Laws Are Inconsistent with International Norms, Including TRIPS

Ancillary rights laws impose a levy on quotations. This contradicts the unambiguous language of Article 10(1) of the Berne Convention, titled “Free Uses of Works.” Article 10(1) provides:

It shall be permissible to make quotations from a work which has already been lawfully made available to the public, provided that their making is compatible with fair practice, and their extent does not exceed that justified by the purpose, including quotations from newspaper articles and periodicals in the form of press summaries.3

The fact that “quotations from newspaper articles and periodicals in the form of press summaries” are explicitly cited as an example of what constitutes fair practice leaves little question that the Berne Convention mandates the free use of quotations from new articles.

As CCIA has argued in previous Special 301 proceedings, restrictions on the mandatory quotation right constitute an actionable TRIPS violation.4 This is because an ancillary right or any other form of private levy or tax on quotations contradicts Berne article 10, which is incorporated into TRIPS article 9.5 WTO Members therefore have a mandatory, affirmative obligation to permit anyone to quote from a work that is already lawfully publicly available.

III. Ancillary Rights Laws Have Been Enacted or Introduced Across Europe

There is a recent and growing trend of legislatures, primarily in Europe, proposing or implementing levies designed to tax online services and cross-subsidize domestic news producers. These levies take a form resembling a copyright-like “neighboring right” that may be invoked against online services reproducing quotations or snippets from news, or linking to the same. Ancillary rights functionally compel search providers, social media platforms, and other online services (many of which are American) to pay for the “privilege” of quoting from news.
publications. As noted above, a levy on quotations, whether labeled an “ancillary right” or otherwise, violates TRIPS.

The desire to impose such taxes, levies or other restrictions, seemingly aimed at U.S. Internet companies, now permeates multiple governments across Europe. And in Brussels, the European Commissioner for the Digital Economy and Society has called for Europe-wide regulation of Internet services, most recently saying that a levy is necessary to preventing the Internet from “hollow[ing] out” news publishers’ rights.6

A. Germany’s Leistungsschutzrecht

Following CCIA’s 2013 submission on Germany’s Leistungsschutzrecht, the ancillary copyright law took effect.7 While the law was specifically aimed at news aggregation,8 such enactments threaten digital trade in general and set a problematic precedent.

Germany’s Leistungsschutzrecht resulted from political pressure by Germany’s powerful news publishers, who began advocating for some form of tax in 2009 through the association BDZV.9 As a result, Germany’s Federal Ministry of Justice (“Bundesministerium der Justiz”) issued a draft proposal in July 2012 for legislation that would establish a new exclusive right for press publishers.10 The enactment of the Leistungsschutzrecht in August 2013 upset the status quo under which search and social media platforms had the right to quote short excerpts from

---


9 Bundesverband Deutscher Zeitungsverleger e.V. (trade association of German newspapers).

10 Bundesministerium der Justiz, Entwurf eines Siebenten Gesetzes zur Änderung des Urheberrechtsgesetzes (July 7, 2012), at art. 87f-g.
web content (as is the case with offline content), including content from newspapers, periodicals, and other press publishers.  

The Leistungsschutzrecht expressly holds search engines liable for making available to the public parts of “press products” in search results, thereby creating direct liability for the automated indexing processes by which search results are generated. In a last minute change, however, the German legislature decided to exclude “smallest text excerpts” from the scope of the law. This created some legal uncertainty, as that term was given no definition.

The law states that providing access to press publications remains permissible as long as the access provider is not a commercial search service or similar entity. The draft legislation’s official background explanation clarified that this new restriction would not apply to “bloggers, other commercial businesses, associations, law firms or private and unpaid users.” Thus, a German law firm, for example, might be permitted to compile links to news coverage on a particular topic, with accompanying snippets, without obtaining permission, but a search engine or social media provider would not. (If the hypothetical law firm were to use a social media provider to advertise its compilation, it remains unclear whether a remuneration obligation would accrue, and to whom.) CCIA and others have argued that this statute is inconsistent with Germany’s international obligations. In addition to representing a trade barrier, the statute has also been the subject of a challenge under German constitutional law.

B. Spain’s ley de propiedad intelectual

Spain’s legislature introduced a similar snippet levy in July 2014 in an omnibus reform of its ley de propiedad intelectual. Included within a broader reform known as the “canon

---

11 German Copyright Act (1965, as last amended in 2013), at art. 87f(1), at http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_urhg/englisch_urhg.html#p0572 (“The producer of a press product (press publisher) shall have the exclusive right to make the press product or parts thereof available to the public for commercial purposes, unless this pertains to individual words or the smallest of text excerpts. If the press product was produced within an enterprise, the owner of the enterprise shall be deemed to be the producer.”).
12 See supra note 11, at art. 87g(4) (discussing “commercial providers of search engines or commercial providers of services which process the content accordingly”).
13 See supra note 10 (translated).
14 See generally Comments of CCIA, Dkt. No. USTR-2012-0022, supra note 4 (pointing out inconsistency of ancillary right proposal with international trade obligations in USTR’s Special 301 proceeding).
15 Loek Essers, German copyright law is unconstitutional, Yahoo says in complaint, PCWORLD (Aug. 1, 2014), at http://www.pcworld.com/article/2460720/german-copyright-law-is-unconstitutional-yahoo-says-in-complaint.html (explaining Yahoo’s claim that the law conflicts with the German constitutional protections to freedom of information and from government action restricting access to information).
16 See Boletín Oficial de las Cortes Generales, Congreso de los Diputados, Informe de la Ponencia: Proyecto de Ley por la que se modifica el Texto Refundido de la Ley de Propiedad Intelectual, aprobado por Real Decreto
AEDE, the snippet levy provision was enacted late in 2014, notwithstanding domestic criticism and substantive legal concerns. As enacted, Article 32.2 provides that:

The making available to the public by electronic content aggregation service providers of non-significant fragments of aggregated content which are disclosed in periodic publications or on websites which are regularly updated, for the purposes of informing, shaping public opinion or entertaining, shall not require authorization, without prejudice to the publisher’s right, or if appropriate, other right holders to receive equitable compensation. This right shall be unwaivable and will be given effect by means of intellectual property rights management entities . . .

Depending upon whether quoted fragments are “significant” or “non-significant,” regulated service providers appear to be obligated to obtain the publishers’ permission to reproduce content, and provide “equitable compensation.” If quoted fragments are “non-significant”, regulated service providers need not obtain authorization to quote, but must still provide “equitable compensation.”

Spain’s national competition enforcement authority (“CNMC”) stated that a new exclusive right would form a barrier to market entry. The CNMC further noted that the collecting society contemplated by the law might itself restrict competition, and recommended against creating a new collecting society and also against creating an “unwaivable” right. Unlike the equivalent German legislation, the Spanish ancillary copyright provision creates a right which is unwaivable, or inalienable. That is, news publishers cannot waive it and are prohibited from negotiating over the right to be remunerated; money must be paid for links whether it is desired by the content originator or not. This appears to include even cases where the author desires the content to be available under a more permissible basis, such as a Creative Commons

17 This informal label for the legislation is a reference the Spanish news publishers’ trade organization, the Association of Spanish Editors and Newspapers (AEDE).

18 See supra note 16. The revised Article 32.2 also curtails the right to reproduce images and photographic works that are disclosed in periodic publications or websites that are regularly updated. This provision is also problematic but is not addressed in these comments.

19 While not explicitly stated in the legislation, this is implied by the provision’s recognition of the “publisher’s right, or if appropriate, other right holders to receive equitable compensation.” The text indicates that the publisher’s/right holder’s right to equitable compensation applies at least in the case of non-significant fragments. Accordingly, it likely also applies in the case of significant fragments. It is unclear from the legislation whether there is an independent provision conferring this right directly.

license or open publishing. Like its German counterpart, the Spanish snippet levy purports to exclude non-commercial actors. Unlike Germany’s law, however, the Spanish ancillary copyright could arguably be interpreted to cover just about any content online, not only news. This is because its scope includes content for “purposes of informing, shaping public opinion or entertaining” – a very broad definition of subject matter covered by the law.

The Spanish legislation went into effect on January 1, 2015, and contemplates creation of a collecting society or rights management organization, but as of the time of this submission, no such entity yet exists. As a result of the law, Google exited the market for Spanish news aggregation, closing down its news.google.es website on December 16, 2014, and delisting links to Spanish news publications in Google search results.  

C. Proposals in Other Jurisdictions

In addition to the German and Spanish laws, similar efforts are under consideration in Austria, Italy, Sweden, and France with respect to images. Absent a clear statement that these openly protectionist proposals violate international trade norms, similar initiatives are likely to be undertaken in more jurisdictions keen to restrict the growth of successful Internet services.

IV. Conclusion

Ancillary rights laws upend how the Internet and copyright law ordinarily operate. In the United States and nearly all other jurisdictions, showing of a snippet is considered to be permissible either under an exception to copyright law – e.g., because it is considered a fair practice, fair use, or fair dealing of the copyrighted work – or because the copyright owner is considered to have granted implied consent to third-party reproduction of such snippets (because it has made its work available on the Internet and is not blocking its work from being indexed by search engines).

For purposes of USTR’s Special 301 inquiry, ancillary rights laws (1) deny market access to U.S. online services and service providers, including search providers and other social media, as well as other exporters of goods and services that rely on these platforms; (2) violate TRIPS; and (3) deny adequate and effective protection of rights secured by international IP treaties. For

---

the foregoing reasons, CCIA urges USTR to, at a minimum, place Germany and Spain on the Watch List in this year’s Special 301 Report.
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